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YEARBOOK EDITOR RESIGNS
Fees Decision Due Soo.n;
Dorm Costs Studied. Next
by GARY REED
A FINAL DECISION on the proposed Student Activities Fee
increase probably will be made early this week, News editors learned
in a conversation with Dean of Student Affairs Roderick Shearer
Friday.
The decision will be made by the trustees, based primarily on the
recommendations of the Budget Committee, of which Shearer is a
member, on his own recomendations as Dean of Student Affairs, and
on the recommendations ofihe Student Senate.
Cost analysis and review of the entire university budget has been
underway since October, Shearer explained, but "we worked on
instruction area first, and that's why the tuition decision was
announced first."
Athletics was the first area (of nine budget areas) t!Dvered by the
Budget Committee and the trustees -·"then academics, then student
activities. The dormitories come next week."
Shearer emphasized, however, ·that the trustees make the final
decisions in each of these areas, and for this reason objected strongly
to last week's News headline, "S.tudent Fees Up $50." "It was stated
as a fact; not a possibility," Shearer argued, "which your first
sentence indicated it was. A simple question mark would have done·
the job."
Asked if the actual fee increase could tum out to be greater than the
News· reported, Shearer responded simply, "The trustees can do
anything they want to, but there would have tO be some pretty serious
reasons for them to raise it greater than that ($25 per semester)."
"Now that Student Government has given me their
recommendations verbally, that has been communicated to Father
Mulligan who will give them ·to the trustees," Shearer explained the
input proceBS. The final decision
to be made soon, however, sin~...
the university catalogue was due'at the printers the first part of the'
week. "Student Government," he said, "had no quarrel with the need
to raise the fee that amount."
.
"What we're saying, and what Student Govemment is
saying.'' Shearer pointed out, "is that the whole priority
ranking of activities should be · re-evalul!ted in terms of
today's students• needs."
'In the meanwhile, "the fee increase would help maintain the
present level of.activities." Except-for the Yearbook.
Shearer dealt briefly with several other important questions that
have figured in the fee hike controversy. He stated that the extent of
the proposed tax ori income producing events sponsored by students
had not yet been determined. He also'discounted a rumor that a large
financial li>ss undertaken by the computer center figured in the ·fee
increase.
Sheareralso defended the role of his staff and their importance. His
office is responsible for providing some continuity for the staffs of the
various student. organizatio~s. It ensures that discipline rules are
known and enforced. And Us staff spends much of its time counaelJing
individual students.
_ However, he readily admits, many ai'e critical of several aspects of
this job description. Maintaining discipline is not popular and
concerns dorm students almost entirely.- "Commuter students neyer
get in trouble, practically speaking: We probably did not have two.
cases in the last five years."
'· ·

baa

Cites Loss of ,$250 Salary As Reason
Tom Gush, editor-in-chief of the 1971 Musketeer,
in.a letter to Rod Shearer, Dean of Student Affairs,
and· Mr. Edward Doering, moderator of the
Musketeer, resigned his. position effective last
Monday.
·

·Yearbook Editor
Tom Gush'

The letter which was presented to Shearer
and Doering early last Tuesday . stated:
"Since I accepted this position under the
pretense that I would be receiving $250 for
my services and Student Government has·
thus far refused to pay me, I think my
decision ts justified."
Gary Reed, editor-in·chief of the Xavier News,
made a similar request for authorization of his
salary to Dennis Eckart, Student Government
'ITeasurer, prior to last Wednesday's Student
. Government meeting. Although Reed gave no
· definite indicatiQn that he would likewise resign,
he stated that "some very important decisions
. hinge on a speedy reply to this matter."
Student Body President Mark Thiron read Reed's
letter at last Wednesday's Student Senate meeting.
Thiron mentioned an earlier piece of senate
·legislation and commented:
"The intent of this proposal was to discontinue
other salaries but officially and legally they still
stand."
·The Senate, however, failed to order treasurer
Eckart to authorize payment of the salaries.
The entire Musketeer staff threatened to walk out
late last week upon heanng of Gush's resignation
but have since decided against it.
"Student Government was supposed to pay it
(salary) tO begin with," said Gush, "and I think
they should." "I'm disappointed that they
haven't." Gush did. ·add,' however, that the salary
was a yearbook expense· and should in the _future
come from their budget.
(Continued on page 8)

Dorm Staff System Ove.rhauled;
Members Decreased, Salartes Up
by DENNY KIN~

The Student Affairs Office last
week announced a re-structuring
of residence hall staff for next
academic year. '
The new system will cut current
·residence 50 percent in an
'attempt to create a more efficient means of enforcing administrative policy within the
residence halls. The two Wings
advisors on each hall floor will be
replaced by one floor advisor
responsible for the entire floor.
Individual hall directors will be
replaced by two complex·
directors: one responsible for
Kuhlman and Husman, the. other

responsible for Brock~an and resident hall staff).
Rod Shearer, Dean of Student
Marion.
The staff cut will be Affairs, explained the move as ·
accompanied by an increase in a step toward more student
remuneration. Complex directors responsibility in the adminiswill receive a furnished trative policy of residence halls.
apartment, board, and a cash Hopefully,· Shearer added, the
stipend
based
on
their change in qualifications for
qualifications; assistant directors positions on a residence hall staff
will receive cash· stipends in will promote more respect and
addition to full room and board; responsibility for the enforcement
floor advisors will receive full of administrative policy.
room and board.
Applications for director must
Changes have also been made
be
in by ·April l; applications for
in the qualifications neceBBary
for applicants. In future, assistant directors ari<J floor
applicants must be either senior advisors are due April 19. All
or graduate students (except · applications should be directed to
those students already on the the Director of Housing.

Salaries, Soaring Costs Pueh Grill Prices Up
by JIM GRUENWALD
Don't stop countiiig your
change yet, Grill fans, · those
price incre11ses ·effective March
1, may only be the beginning.
- The need to meet overhead
expenses, salary increases,
wholesale price jumps, and the '
necessity of covering costs. with
all atixiliary services are the most
prominent reasons given the
News for the price changes.
"I feel that the price increases
are justified," stated Mr. John
Pfaffinger, Xavier University
Business Manager. "We are a
service group, but not a charity
organization. We have to expect a
fair return/'
Mrs. Willie Lee Lappin, Food
Service Director, said students
should realize that the prices for

everything have gone up. "Many
Mr. Jerry Perry, Assistant
people have told me that they feel . Food Service
Director,
our prices are very· reasonable emphasized,.. "There will be
and they don't see how we've kept no increa.se in the prices
them as low as we did." She feels before June on the items
that students who realistically which were just recently
appraise the economic factors increased. But we may have
would have.to say "Why haven't to increase the ·price of the
you done it sooner?".
other ten items."
When asked why the
When asked · why the Food
students never are fully Service Advisory Committee was .
· aware that price changes .are unaware of the price increase,
imminent,
Mrs.
Lappin Pfaffinger stated "that it might
admitted "that we do have a have been more prudent to go
reputation for sneaking up on before ·them, but honestly, I just
them (students)."
didn't consider it."
Mrs. Lappin, however, was
But she cautioned, "that even
these increases will not pay all more adamant. "They (FSAC)
the overhead exi>enses for ' this knew that we were looking into
year." "The critical time is our costs structure. We have
between now and.Easter. During mentioned · higher costs · in our
the Easter break w"'e· will examine meeting discussions for some
the situation and go from there." · time. Certainly, the price increase

was not specifically spelled out."
She concluded, "We had hoped to
put it off as long as we could, but
now we had to make a move."
"Students have to realize that
we do have their best interests at
heart," said Peny. "I have been
looking into evening hours sales
and at the· overall Grill
operation.
Perry is attending the National
Association of College and
University
Food
Services
(NACUFS) regional conference at
which food service directors from
a six-state region are examining
collegiate food service operations
this week. This is an effort to gain
insight about the .solution of
Xavier's food service's problems.
Pfaffinger outlined the basic
considerations which led to the
price . increase. "The wholesale
0

price index· for the last 3 years
rose 4.2%, 4.5%, and 3.5%.
Overhead is up considerably and
salaries are up an average of 10%
over the 3 years."
Yet he added, "We've had no
real drastic increases over the
last 31/2 years."
Pfaffinger continued, "we have
never had a red in the Grill. We
are not about to go beyond the 13·
15% exceBBive revenue range." He
explained
the
marketing
considerations in light of student
needs and demands and
concluded "that if we really were
out to run it like a business, we
wouldn't even open up on
weekends."
Regarding the overall food
service operation, Pfaffinger
explained Mr. Perry's role. "Mr.
(Continued on page B)
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Julian Bond, nationally churches have flitted from issue fulfiUing.,.!;th~, goals of ,black.·
P,rominent
Georgra -· State to issue, and students seem more A1nerica. ·~1 would like to refer to ·
legislator, addreBBed· a - sparse interested in music and drugs; F~ederick Douglass' ,statement of
erowd Sunday night in the than political action."
.
a century ago:. 'there is no Negro·
"Blacks must force their own problem; only ·a white problem.'
fteldhouse. His 30 minute
presentation. ~~pha,sizi~g black political revolution in much the Whi~s.must ·strive to .undo. the
~rievances ·wii~ ·. ftjl_lowed by same way that they have forged a· evil they have committed in their
unique cultural revolution," Bond: misguided-.attempts ·to solve their
questions from the audience.
.
hl
"
; Bo':ld began his address by 'continued. "Blacks rieed· an: 0'Qu'!:iO~i;:s... from the fioor
'~rawmg contrasts b~tween the aggresive, indepen~ent politiCs, concemed the national political·
·
ral and one questi'on
myths of black. equality and the not necessarily tied .to the. l'1ty ofbl ac. k oppression.
. ..
. p arty. Th ey must
. 'fill scenemgene
rea
Democratic·
zeroed in on potential Democratic
"Blacks are forced to render the the political vacuum existing in opponents . for .. President Nixon
Bo d
sed t
duties of citizeiiiiiiii)' without the core cities and black belt rural
'
· ·
areasoftheSouth."
next year.
n stres ·· wo
sharing in its benefit&," Bond
qualifications for a succeHful
remarked. "Blacks bear the brunt
But Bond cautioned that this candidate.
.
of an unfair tax ·~ifiicture and task would · be difficult since
"First; he must have the ability
receive unfair. treatment in the many political tactics used by to defeat '. Ricbarf ,Nixon. And
military service. In short, blacks other ethnic groups have secondly, .he must' be willing to
have been last. in war, last in currently fallen into disfavo.r.
wage the real war in our country
"The Irish and Italians rose to -agenuinewaron poverty.''
peace, and seldom in the hearts of
their countrymen.'' ·
political prominence through the
. Bond expressed regrets he did
Bond placed much of the blame use of patronage and control of not vote in the last presiJential
for the present state of affairs on city hall. Now that blacks are on eleetion. "If Hubert Humphrey
the traditional attitudes and the verge of capturing many core had been elected, it would not be
culture of Americans.
cities in the North, the cry arises heaven on earth today, but at
Bond further maintained that for the consolidation of city and least it would not be the living
while "black capitalism" has county govemments.''
·
· hell it is right now either.''
·produced
millionaires
in
Bond pointed to the outcry
In a concluding answer, Bond
specialized fields, it ·has failed to ·raised against welfare subsidies denied an exclusive link between
significantly alter the economic ·for blacks· while' Southern capitalism and racism. "I have
conditions of the mass of black farmers are subsidized even more been in.enough socialist countries
people. He refered to· radical heavily.
··
to realize that racism is often just
student leader Tom Hayden's
However, Bond pleaded· for the. as. preva:lent there," he_rl!_ll!.ark~~'maxim. with
aboutt.he
the fewest,
welfareillusions
system;
"those
about the welfare· state are the
poor."
The
Georgia
·legislator
discounted political alliances
with organized labor, churches,
and students. "Labor has rejected
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..,_.You like people
.
..,_.Are willing to listen to
their problems
..,_.Want to learn how to
help them
~Are not looking for compensations
..,_. But are willing to prepare for a life of dedication to
others by bringing to.them the
"good news" of Jesus' I ife,
death, and resurrection. This
means prayer, work, study, and
continued self-giving, Iife of the
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Cont.ct:
Bro. C.rl Hund, C.P.
Pu1ioni1t Community, Dept. B
1055 St. P•ul PlllCe
Cincinn•ti, Ohio 45202
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ST il.L .hllrE To
t;e~ R10 oF n.11r
BEltRD
To become an Army Officer in just two years, do this:
• Sign up late in your Sophomore year.
• Attend a 6-week Summer Camp between your Sophomore
and Junior. Years.
• Enter the 2·year Advanced ROTC Program just like any
other cadet.

DEADLINE IS: 16 April 1971
CONTACT: Major·James H. Drennan, Military Dept., Xavier University,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45229, Telephone: 853-3646 - 853-3647

OR SEE THE REPRESENTATIVE FROM. THE XAVIER UNIVERSITY MILITARY DEPARTMENT WHO WILL
BE AVAILABLE IN MEETING ROOM "B" ON THE GROUND FLOOR OF THE UNIVERSITY ·CENTER ON
WEDNESDAY. MARCH ..10th AND FRIDAY. MARCH 12th FROM 12:30 P~M. UNTIL 1:20 P.M. TO DISCUSS.
THIS PROGRAM WITH YOU.
. .. , ..
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Beigel.to.Conduct Hesse Seminar Next Fall
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ture for a courae actually began
Name__________________________________________
• PBGGY GBll'PIN
with the villit of the Nebruka
Dr. Beisel stated. '"Ibis
Adcirees,____________;._______________________
Dr. Alfred Beigel, profeuor of German in the Modem student.,"
is jut the type of -coune which
Phone __________________________________________
Languages Department, baa announCed that he will cowd lend. itself to a milieu dif•
.offer a seminar coUrae on the Nobef Prize winning ferent than that of the traditionThil! clau will meet twice weekly. Please mark your preference
German author Hermann Hesse for the 1971-72 fall ally atructured clauroom. I will
for the time and place you wowd like to have the clan meet.
speak with the students who
semester•.
Tim"-~~~~~~------~--------~-retrister for the program and we
Place __________________________________________
"The Heue Trip," u it wu perience with the new 1ener· can decide upon the time and
ation
readln1
HeHe
today.
called. in the February 28 iuue
place they wowd like to hold
of Look, began in the early 1960's
RETURN THIS FORM TO THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
seuions. We can hold our discusOFFICE - UNIVERSITY CENTER.
.
and th~ craze reached its peak in
sions sitting under a tree if° they
America in the put few years. In
choose. :t don't mind 88 long 88 it
originally written · in German,
Due to the . · disCU88ion-type
addition to Hesse's widely acisn't freezing outside."
more meaningful and precise in structure.
course, a limit
claimed ability as a novelist, he
"There aie many English trans- the English translations."
of
has also written approximately
35
stuc:fents
.
Will
be accepted
lations of Hesse today," Dr. Beigel
800 poems and numerous essays.
The three credit hour course on a first come-first serve basis.
remarked. "Some of them are"Hesse's works," Dr. Beigel
well done; others .are veiy poor will be listed at LT343, Twenstated, "are popular not only on.
translations. In any case, I wowd . tieth Century German Novel in
Any student interested in regiscollege canipuses across the coun- ·
like to have the students read the Translation: Hermann Hesse.
tering ·for this course offering·
try, but are read in high schools
best English translations and then The course can be' used to fulshould
complete the attached
also. His works have been transcompare them with the German fill literature or humanities
lated into 29 different languages."
. texts. Soll}!thing is always lost in requirements or as a free elec· form and return it to the Student
This course primarily will retranslation; perhaps I can help tive. Background in the Ger· Government office .as soon as
volve around discussion of the
to make Hesse's thoughts, as .man language is not required. 1>QSSible.
He88e experience as students read
the novels assigned.
Dr. Beigel, who twice met
Hesse, sees this seminar as an
opportunity to "a.hare an ex·
Dr. Alfred Beigel ·
perience" rather than as a
.
The requirements in Dr. Beigel's · Money and the draft were the for the Senate's consideration summer session students for the
strict intellectual exercise; He
said he felt that his experience discuBBiori course are five. of moat important of Student Senate which would affect the status of services they use. These services
include Placement and Financial
upon first reading Hesse over HeBBe's most celebrated works: proposals taken up at the March 3 the General Fee ~u~get.
Aid, the Health Center, Campus
a generation ago was a "uni· Demian, · Siddhartha, Steppen- meeting in the Terrace Room.
One recommendation called for Ministry, Psychological Services,
que one"; he has since re-read wolf, Narcissus and Goldmund,
President
Mark
Thiron a proportionate sharing• of costs the University Center and
Hesse's works many times and .and The Glass Bead Game.
by evening, graduate, and Theatre, the Xavier News, and
presented
20
recommendations
said he wants to share this ex~
"The idea for this type of structhe Library. .
In addition, Thiron felt that
they should be sharing expenses
on the principal and interest of
the University Center, the
physical plant, and maintenace
coats. These students presently do ,..
not pay a General Fee.
other recommendations called
for dropping the y~arbook and
Fine Arts Program, reinstating
the debate team, and additional
1811! DVIRTURI
funds in the Intramural budget
SmaslafJuekllllfl 'alfJuna
DAPRIDGlll RAlllN
for a women's program. Thfron
RIMBIJ.ICOllBAKOH
also mentioned that Student
ela~sies for tlae ••URfl•
UAPRIOGIO IBPANOI.
Government pays out of its share
MAURIOI AIRAVANH
of ihe General Fee 30 percent of
In-spirit ••• prieed so
¥11111111 llAll llPllA lllCHlllH
the budget of the X. U. Players. He
IHI llUJBllHMllBJIR BAND
felt
that Student Government
lom •••
fJeHeve
should have 30 percent of the
made
voice. in decisions
concerning the X.U. Players to
O•lfl
Ear.•
reflect the funds paid out. ,
No finafapproval was given on
any of the recommendations at
the meeting, but the senators
were encouraged to consider
them. They' will. appear on the
agenda for the next meeting.
A proposal to give $75 to $100 to
Mr. Mike Perko, S.J. for his draft
l2alllltllr.ftl IUITllR
PROUQ~TIUE ELEtTROTilt5i
counselling program was also
(EIE>mani. tanmui;tians an Trilditianill Farms)
lltll··tll eBl'l'llRV
presented to the Senate. Perko is
in need of~supplies and can no
longer affofd: to '.finance the
Ml.AN: Si1 ,,_... SANZ: Sill Sp.ilh D1noes
proll?am With. ilia personal funds. ,
HANCE.. Tharre & \Willian SOR: Tine Etude,&
The proposal .to allot the funds
HAYDN: Mlr'llll
-·
was tabled due :tO discussion
over . other-.- possible · sources , of
money. The ·campus Ministry
was suggested-as an appropriate .
source of income. On this topic,
Student Body Vice-President
John Coyne said, "There has got
to be twice as many people
interested in draft counseling as
there is in religion.
Senator
Mike
Cooney
volunteered· to speak with Perko ,
Westminster Gold has taken 46 ageless scores and up-dated
WESTMINSTER GOl.D
about a budget: C~oney will also
them with fresh, new translations. The resulting sou.nd .is as
check out··other·campus sources
full-bodied and mellow as yesterday ... as young and vital
which may be 'approached to lend
as today. And what's more, the albums are priced to bridge
additiona!firumcial support.
·
the "pocketbook" gap! Call 421-9400 for orders of 5.0 ! or
Mr. Patrick Nally, Dean of,
more. Records, Garage Store, Suburban Stores and Oxford
Students, ·~ho has recently been:
College Shop.
appointed.,,,,, S~l:lii~nt · Affai~s:
Representative:: to . 'the Stud,e~t ·
.;
Senate, spoke with 'the senators,
'.. Aa •lldlll•••I 10'%, ·e# 1;,;.· r•r.•rll jli.r,.. .,,,.,, el •• 0 er 111ore.
concerning inisoonduct at sport&·
and social events.
'
Nally
asked
the
senators
to.
.Sflop'Do~ntow~ 10 a.rr,~.ur1til.5:30,P·IT1· '(Monday and Thursday until 9 p.m.) Tri-Co~nty,
"spread the word" that alcoholic
Western Woods, KenwoOd M~ll and Beechmont Mall r,pen 10 a.m. until 9 p.m. Mondav
beverages are forbidden at all
.
·
.. througli Saturday: Sundays _12 !"loon until 6 p.m.,
sport events. and· students are
Oxford College Shop ope~ 9 Mn. un1ii' 5:30 r.rn. -:foil~·: 9 <1.m._ untii 8:30 p.m. Friday~.
• . •·
.11·•.
'
prohibited from throwing any
•,
objects at the gaiiie&: ·Thia action'
'
•. , ;
.'
.stems froi!i .. recent complaints.
(Continued on page 8)
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Thiron Proposes Expense Sharing
By Evening, Summer, Grad Schools
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Fee Increase Re-evaluation
its bulletin board and the painting shows
The March 3 issue of the Xavier News
brought on campus by this program merit
suggested several cuts in an -editorial entitled
special income is out of touch with reality.
"Fee increase: The Facts ahd Their Meaning".
Most departments on campus hold special
Clarification of these suggestions is in order.
events and lectures pertaining tO their areas
The News suggested these cuts: "The· Clef
without
this 'extra income.
Club advisor's salary, the publications' faculty
Urban
and University Affairs budget
The
advisors' salaries, the allotments to the Cheerthan
the
director's salary) is virtually
(other
leaders and the Band, the Fine Arts subsidy,
non-existent.
This
office is almost useless
the Urban and University Affairs Budget, and
at
this
time
because
of lack of funds. To
the Campus Ministry dole."
that
it
is
concerned
with imagethe
extent
We were suggesting that these expenses
making,
its
finances
should
come
from the
be deleted from Dean of Student Affairs Rod
public
relations
department.
However,
Shearer's buag~t :We feel that the general
fee should nof be ·expected to cover some of Qrban Affairs could justify receiving 30% or
more of its funds: from. s~udent fees if its
these, while others ·should be dropped~
hands were untied. We resent the tokenism
Remember: that even after the fee inthis situatio~ presently represents.
crease the. deficit in this budget will
still be $125,000.
The Campus Ministry role. - serving
The Clef Club advisor's salary as well as
students and the community with liturthe publicatfons faculty advisors' salaries
gical and educational· programs u well
should be dropped entirely. One must believe
as private counselling .;.. is a justifiable
that a university wl)ich terminates the office
part of Xavier. Originally we suggested
of Academic Counselor because of a lack. of a cut in the financial support this team
funds must likewise delete these advisors.
receives from student fees. This should
The Cheerleaders. small budget b.elongs
be offset by funds from other sources.
under· the wing of the Athletic Department
Our stand on the library allotment needs
not the Student Affairs office. The Ch~er~
no clarific~tion: Until the library staff begins
leaders are a part of the Athletic picture to cooperate with student demands, this
and are not an essential student activity. ..money-should~ withheld.
·
Their existence is dependent upon athletics. ·
We would also· like to reiterate the chief
The Band should be self-supporting, or point of last week's editorial: too much of
perhaps supported in part by its academic the student activities money is winding up
department and th~ athletic department. in the pockets of friendly neighborhood adThe Fine Arts Program is also theoretic- ministrators, disciplinarians, and censors.
ally an academic area. If so, it should be
-DPR
funded the same a.s any academi~ area. That
PFM

Campus -Lifei Progress To Date
Part • of the rationale behind soliciting
The Committee on University Life issued
graduate
students for staff positions is the
its interim report in January. At that time
hope
that
they will be less personally inthe Xavier News commended the committee
volved with the students and therefore more
for its research and positive recommendaobjecting in enforcing discipline. We wonder
tions. Although many of these recommenwhether this attitude will foster hiring indidations can be effectively implemented only
over a long period of time, we feel justified - viduals possessing "the ability to relate to
others at a mature and competent level,"
at this time in investigating the proposals
as the committee strongly urges.
which have been acted ·upon in the past
two months.
A third committee recommendation encourThe extended open house program is the
ages
the development of "innovative teachmost prominent example of quick impleand grouping resident
ing
techniques"
mentation of the committee's recommen"into
smaller
units based on acastudents
dations. All sources indicate that the program
demic
or
vocational
goals."
The Experihas been quite successful during Phase I,
mental
Academic
Community,
now in the
with only a few minor violations.
planning stage, is a landmark program which
The crucial Phase 11 of the open house
promises. to fulfill both these suggestions~
program begins this Friday. Most of the obStudent interest in this program has been
jections to the expanded program revolve
stimulated, and· the teaching trio reports
around ·the evening open. ·hous~s .. Critics
considerable response from all :sections 'of
maintain the opportunity for misbehavior
'the. student body: dormitory and commuter,
will greatly · increase during these ~vening
male and coed, and freshman, sophomore,
sessions and the possibility of a permanent
and junior classes. Tl,le English Department
open house program hinges largely on events
is tentatively planning a similar interdepartof the next five weekends.
mental program for the spring semester. This
A second recommendation of the committee
would further what promises to be an imagiconcerned the make-up of the dormitory hall
native approach to education on a campus
staffs. The committee emphasized the critical
which has too often been marked by lack of
role the hall staff must play in improving
intellectual creativity.
dormitory life and insuring a successful open
house program. It suggested selection of dorUnfortunately, some committee recommendations have been _ ignored. For
mitory counsellors and directors be based on
their expertise in human .relations and that
example, prospects for extended library
their compensation "be commensurate with . hours currently appears dim. And a tight
their responsibilities."
university budget has crippled the office
of
University and Urban Affairs, a group
The changes announced by the Director
whose
activities received committee
of Housing this past week indicate a shift
endorsement.
toward professionalsim with fewer staff members shouldering more responsibilities and
However, a genuine interest in implementreceiving increased compensation. On the
ing these recommendations appears evident.
surface, this new policy appears to adequately
The Xavier News salutes the students, faculty
implement the committee's recominendation.
members, and administrators involved in
these projects and expresses the hope that
However, closer investigation reveals
the
University Life Report will continue as a
some possible purposes behind this new
blueprint
for social and academic programs
policy, and subsequent effects flowing
in
the
future.
·.
from it, which may run counter to the
spirit of the committee's proposal.
-PAM

Letters
Campus Ministry
Editor:
With more than a little interest and concem, Father
Leo Klein, S.J., and I read P.F.M.'s questioning as to how
much of the $456,000 budget of the Student Affairs' Office
is being spent on students.
Father Klein and I hope to be of some value to the
students of Xavier, serving needs that are not being met
by others in t~e University. During. the past year,
liturgical and educational programs were initiated.and
many hours were spent meeting with and. counseling
students in the hope that'"we were serving students'
needs. To support this work, the Campus Ministry is
funded through Dean Shearer's office. P.F.M. evidently
disagrees with the value of the campus ministry work
since he suggests "the CBIJlpus Ministry dole" be cut
from future budgets.
, Such a solution raises the following questions: Does
this suggestion represent only the opinion of P.F.M.? Ia
this the represented feeling of The Xavier News staff? Or
is this the thought of the Xavier students? ·
If it is the latter, then "the Campus Ministry dole"
should be cut and, gladly, we quit!
Sincerely,
(Rev.) Albert J. Bischoff
Associate Director 'of Campus Ministry

'Meaningful

~egislatiQn'

Editor:
It has occurred to me that the university's attention
should be focused on Govemor Gilligan's proposals for
taxation and assistance for higher education. On March
15, the Govemor's proposals are d.ue to be submitted to
the General Assembly.
As all of us know, Xavier University finds itself in an
undesireable financial situation. Furthermore, the
students are rightly concemed about the increased cost of
their education.
.
' Reportedly, there is to be some provision in the
Govemor's proposals for assistance to students
attending private colleges and universities in the state. A
meaningtul program could be very helpful to those of us
in private education, both students and the professional
staff of the university. Cuqently, the state does have an
assistance program; but it assists only a fraction of our
student body. '
.
It seems to me that the university community, both
students and professional· staff, must become deeply
involved in this pending legislation.
It is my personal opinion that unless sigliificant
political action is taken by those of us in private
education,· the resulting legislation may, again, have
little real meaningfulness to the majority of our students,
and to the university.·
I think that we should note the Govemor's proposals
very carefully, follow closely its expedition through' the
legislative labyrinth, and bring. adequate political
actions to bear upon passage of meaningful legislation..
· Sincerely,
Dr. Milton A. Partridge
Assistant Dean, Summer Sessions
and Evening College

Wasted Lives
Editor:
True, lives should not be wasted. Wonderful would it be
if the dreams of the· student world could be fulfilled.
Young and inexperienced are their minds, lacking are
they in the study of history.
On one hand we must continue to strive for the peace
and love so hotly demanded by the student world. On the
other we must maintain the shield that protects the
young ihnocents from the cruel, harsh, evil minds that
are still spread throughout the lands.
·
.. Come the day when many does not want to take froin
his brother but instead gives to his brother, then armies
of the world will vanish from sight by virtue of no
enemi~s to fight.
Loud is the cry "Save Lives," many are the deaths that
come from this pursuit. Are they not armies themselves?
These rock and bottle throwers? These peace. loving
people who will burn buildings and kill in order to stop
killing? Is it not a waste of energy? Could not these
energies be better channeled into better means?
Yes it can be done! No, it won't be done, for there is
little glory in civic work, nor accident' prevention studies,
nor ecology. Yet more lives are wasted yearly by these
problems than all those in wars from the beginning of
America.
Harold J. Broltz
Xavier Security
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·From :.the Mount

Lois O'Brien

You'd Be Amazed!
Xavier men might be amazed to discover the
caliber of women they date from the College of
Mount Saint Joseph. As one of three editors of the
Mount's weekly student publication, Vis-a-Vis, l
have had a box-seat from which to observe the .
games these women play with their educations: It
is startling indeed to note their generally
constricted view of what the college experience
entails.
Apparently studentB do not accept the concept,
advanced by the College's Tripartite Council, that
a student publication is a cri~rion of the College's
success in training independent, thinking persons.
From the response of to Vis-a-Vis, the editorial
board has concluded that the MSJ "student" does
not consider immediate problems of revised
curriculum, leader recognition, Tripartite Council,
SGA revisions, course-teacher evaluation, and the
rationale of the liberal arts college .important
enough to warrant discussion. Nor·do they think
such national topics as ecology, the Vietnam war,
social awareness, and women's liberation worthy
considerations of the educated woman.
Vi11-a· Vis has made it policy . to stress
commentary. In eight issues and with a total of·70

(Guest Column

. .

.·

You know she'd really rather have
a ring from Newstedt-Loring Andrews .
and when you check our prices you'll
jind them well within your budget.
Of course, we offer divided payments
with no finance charges.
The set shown is $225.
Engagement ring only, $200.

'NEWSTEDT

. ---v-

. LORING ANDREWS

. i)iane Bieliauskasl
.

A nice-looking, young mother type turned around
to us on the bleachers and asked, "Do you attend
Xavier?" We said yes, to which she added, with. a
wry smile, "Well, where are· the students?" and,
without waiting for an answer, turned back again.
Not a very big audience at the Fieldhouse
Sunday night ... quite a few middle-aged people ...
that's good - shows they're listening, getting
involved ... pretty many Blacks .. .' well after all,
the speaker was Black .•. and regular students ...
forgive the small turnout, but it was a Sunday ·
night ... classes to be prepared ... the fieldhouse is
a long, cold walk from the other side qf campus ...
besides, the streets were styl wet from .the snow
that had fallen that afternoon, .and who knows, it .
could have snowed some more while everybody was
inside ... in the pursuit of one's education there are ·
just certain extracurricular function~ that must be '
bypassed ... Julian Bond, didn't he almost run for
President last election time, but was too young? . : .

Give Her The Ring
She Really Wants.

articles, 43% of the material published has been outright opinion - perhaps not incendiary in every
case, but undoubtedly worthy of response. News
stories, often with unmistakably subjective,
overtones, accounted for 41% of the published
issues. Signed reviews comprised 8% of the total
issues, as did speech reports and interviews.
Yet from a pool of 800 would-be intellectuals
only six cast their books aside long enough ~
formulate a .response to anything in the form of a
letter to the editor. Five others did so only with the
· editor's encouragement. 39 of 800 students have
contributed in some manner to Vis-a-Vis, be is as
artists, reporters, typists, or photographers.
This leaves a highly unimpressive yet ·telling
95.1% apparently oblivious to the potential value of
a student publication, and, indirectly, to the
concept of free speech.
95.1% of Mou.nt Saint Joseph students found
themselves too lacking i~ time, energy, motivation,
self-confidence, generosity, intellectuality, and/or
thought to contribute. 95.1% ; of the student&
appears beyond or above activation and education.
Is this the kind of girl you'd like to bring home· to
mother?
·

Where Were They?

.

Student Nonviol~nt Coordinating Cominittee, the
radicals of a decade ago, he helped found it • . . a
Black leader who also happens to be a member of
the Georgia State Legislature ... funny, but even of
the number of students that were present, maybe
half s'eemed to be from Xavier ... lack of publicity?
what was the cover story in the last Xavier News?
. . . conflicting programs? everybody must have
gone to see the play (which is also staged on five
other nights) ... perhaps I was just unaware that
people at Xavier were so industrious in their quest
for academic enlightment, in their thirst .for
knowledge . . . "The University strives to foster
conditions favorable for intellectual leadership,"
(direct quote from the catalogue) ... you can lead a
horse to water but you can't make him drink? .... I
suppose one . should form definite habits of self
discipline and learn to place priorities wisely ...
How many people filled the Fieldhouse for the XUMarquette Game? . . .
·

;/

_O'Callaghan Reveals Veep Duties
by MJJ(g KING
"XaVier is in a good position to
improve itself" said Father
Jeremiah O'Callaghan, X.U. Academic Vice President, in a recent
News interview. He cited the
new Provost as a particular
reason for optimism.
O'Callaghan sits as Chairman
of the Academic Council that
deals with all academic policy in
the Xavier community. He also
sits on the Rank and Tenure
·committee, which has immediate
authority in the hiring and firing

Page&

of personnel. O'Callaghan is also
a member of the board of trustees.
As Academic Vice-President,
Father O'Callaghan represents
the provost in all academic
aspects of the university. He
spends time with deans,
department heads, and faculty
members discussing possibilities
in XaVier's academic_policy,'
"I deal very little with the
students," Father said~ "but most
of my work at Xavier is to benefit
the student."
O'Callaghan
said
that

Rev. Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan, S.J.

communication between students
and administration is "better" at
Xavier now than it was in
previous years, although it is "not
perfectly satisfactory." He added,
"Students have an opportunity to
express their opinion on several -.
of the administrative committees;
this is good. They did not have
this opportunity in past years."
When asked for his opinion on
the recent censorship of "The
Brig", Father O'Callaghan
~sponded, "It .is necessary to
trust the judgment of" those who
have competence, artistically and
morally, in such matters. This is
not a new problem. What to show
and what not to show in drama
has always seemed to be an issue
at a Catholic university."
Father was asked how he felt
about the present ·library
conditions: "As academic Vice·
President, i cannot deny my
concern for such things." Father
said that the problem in extended
library hours is a "financial one."
He
said
he
has· 'been·
·"disappointed" with the lack of
use of the library, although he
said it would be difficult to judge
the value of extended hours from
a day-to-day head count.
Father spent 12 years at Loyola
University, and eight years at the
University of Detroit. He taught
courses in English, Philosophy,
and psychology before coming to
Xavier.
. Father O'Callaghan came to
Xavier in 1958 as the Dean of the
- school of Arts and Sciences. He
held that position until 1967
when he was made Academic
Vice-President.

Brewed
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'Twelfth Night' Unevenly Oireeted
by BILL QUINN
"lfthi• were played upon a nase now; I could
thia improbable meea. Dan Ledford'a 1kill in
condemn it •• an improbable fiction."
preaentin1 a ridiculows Puritan adde much to the
farce, but it caueee later problem•. Linda McGurk,
a8 Maria, mu1t auffer alon1 with. Toby· frOm the
The X. U. Players have dedicated their talenta
play'•
direction. Malvolio appean too ndiculows to
theee two week• to preaenting Wm. Shakeepeare'•
be even •li1htly contemptible or deeerving of the
''Twelfth Night." It is difficult to set a cri~on by
plota againat him. Maria, likewiee, eeema neither
which to judge. an opening night performance:
witty nor wounded enough to be able - or want many are pleased if the actors just remember their
to 'make such scheming. All the problems come
lines and avoid bumping into each other; some
together and die in the "Sir Topaz" scene.
require a perfection of detail that the Elizabethans
themselves probably ignored. So I attempt to
The supporting cast is at ·worst adequate and
generally quite good. Often (occaHionally
determine what the company sought to achieve
and will criticize them according to their success in
intentionally), it is they who rescue scene from ita
melancholy without music. But I could not help
doing so.
feeling that the actors were in' a hurry to drop the
Since musical melancholy and Elizabethan
curtain on Act II.
punning are not contemporary fare, I believe Otto
Kvapil properly· directed that the more farcical
There were several minor, technical difficulties
- moat of them excusable on opening night. The
elements should be emphasized... This, however,
causes those scenes where these fancical elements
editing and division of the play into two acts was
guite good, and an excellent idea ~ avoid halts
are not present to drag unnecessarily. The attempt
to transform a melancholy atmosphere into farce
between scenes was to use a rotating stage, but it
by "hamming it up" is thoroughly inadequate. · seems that modem technology only allows the
Therefore, the first few scenes of exposition lag as
nefarious tum-table to rumble counter-Clockwise
"The Secret Storm" never did. But the tempo is
with unnecessary lethargy. I believe that the
retrieved admirably for the rest of the first act.
"Shoot-the-moon" me~d fo final bowing has
Because of the stress on farcical humor, the part of
never before been employed at Xavier's theatre and
Aguecheek gains many advantages which Gary
is an amusing innovation. The lighting is
McGurk exploits. with exceptional skill. Now and
generally well done, and occasionally overdone.
again, however, a joke is milked just once too often.
But none of these criticisms deal with critical
aspects of the play.
Furthermore, the necessary de-emphasis on
punning and music causes the parts of Toby and
But the production's preparation was much too
Feste to suffer. Al McLaughlin and Joseph Olivo
rushed and this aspect is critical. Many fine things
are forced to struggle through this dilemma· with ·' . · are done to allow a sixteenth century comedy to
more potential than actual performance.
'· reachieve success, but not enough. Still, there exist
It must be remembered, however, that "Twelfth
hints 'of more to come which has not yet arrived. ·
Night" is a romance as well as a comedy. Oreil)o's
The shortage of time seems· to have caused a waste
amor de lonh is wept beyond belief by Tim
of talent all around. This however, may be
McNemey, and Tom Witte portrays a remarkably
corrected in the performances for this Friday,
dumbfounded Sebastian: both are proper · Saturday and S~nday.
interpretations.· But, as usual, Shakespeare's
· Finally, I would like to note that the squelching
heroines capture moat of the audience's interest.
of the performance of "The Brig" at Xavier put me
Kathie Labanz achieves a lovable and remarkably
under the misconception that progressive theatre
convincing Viola·Cesario. Dana Dreidame, as
would never come to our Catholic campus. This
Olivia, is most likeable, though not so convincing,
present presentation, including transvestitism,
perhaps because she stomps her buskin just ·once
common, coarse vulgarities, hints of artistocratic
too often.
homosexuality, and clerical satire, proves I was
wrong!
Malvolio and Maria are caught in the middle of
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A Beautif~I Ring

A Good Investment

~lawless. quality, superior cut and color, plus protection against loss make Keepsake a sound investment
as well 9s a good purchase.
·
LAVIER $500

MIAMI $800
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VENTURA $300
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XAVl~·R·.·:;: SC~RE.S. ··WARRIORS'"I
by TIM i•~~i-;_}~ ·' ::·. ,_f!f 2~,~~!d: goa~ ~~te~~~~ while 26-0 for)~e~·A~oq,: fi\ •. iave a., r.«
record of 38 consecutive wins
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Xavier Un1vermty ;PUt, on~.QUlte.,;, · ...:.· . · · ''· :. · ·: < '· ;; ·~:' ··,
Th~ intermission proVidecl,:~the
a show for."-~~ii~~:televyn~n
dience last· Saturday as -they . Wamors for a thought or .two
:~ayed "super" .,'t!asketball. · about keepinl! their r~or~ intact,
against a "super" team, before a~d Al McGuir~,_MU _s coach told
cumbiiig to a M"rquette rally his team that if they wanted a
~~h about ten·· minutes .. perfect ~eason, they'd have to
remaining in the · game. The work for it..
Muskies held · reins on the·
· Meming~r_ and Marquette were
Warriors leading at times by as no dream for Xavier in the sec~nd
many as 11 points.
· half, hitting on 78% of their floor
Xavier held Dean "The Dream" shots, and 81% of their charity
Meininger going at a 21 point clip tosses. Rebounding played an
to just 6 pts. during the first half, important part of the MU
but he scored 14 points in the comeback during the second half
second half to end up with team- coming off with 36 rebounds
compared with Xavier's 28.
high 20 points.
Marquette's victory over the
The first half was a nightmare
for the Warriors hitting on only 8 Muskies extended: their record to

spanning two seasons, th!l
longest winning streak still going
in the nation. Xavier finished·
with a 9-17 slate for the season, ·
joining Krajack's 10-16, 10-16 and
5-10 records over the past three
campaigns for a 34-69 career
mark.
·
·
The' final 76-58 score conveys a
runaway, but it was anything but
that until the last 10 minutes of
the game when Marquette started
· pulling away from the Muskies.
Departing Coach George
Krajack leaves behind a team
nearly intact, losing only one
regular, Steve Poppe, and two
reserves, Joe Gromada and Terry
Sillies.
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Xavier Film Sched~Je
DEATH RIDES A HORSE
Thursday, March 18 -------~·:~=99 i:>:m·
Friday, March 19
7:00. p.m.

HANG 'EM HIGH
Friday, March 19·.;. .:-------~·· 9:00 p.m.
Saturday,. March 20
8:00 p.m.
THOMAS CROWN AFFAIR
Thursday, March 25 - - - - - - - - 7 : 0 0 p.m.
Friday, March 26
7:00 p.m.
WINNING
Friday, March 26 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 27
8:00 p.m.
Theatre
Admiaaion-•1.00 per ahow

.ttf!iY.HAWK AIMS FOR BETTER SPIRIT

.
possible effects last winter's
"We are concentrating on good
bartering might have on his .pitehing. In fact this year we
have four or five boys who could
team, Hawk was optimistic.
"We'have a much better spirit play for any college team in the
on this year's team,'' he stated . area.'' the coach said. ·
. upcoming baseball .campaign,
However things 'will not be easy
"Some fellows have come to play
sees this year as possibly one of
for the new Muskies. As usual,
ball."
his Muskies' best.
Acco~ng to ihe coach, last ·Hawk has set up a rough
Although the baseball year got
year's team was a disaP,point- schedule.
: started with regular practices in
"This is one of the best we've
,-:c
mid-February, things really ment.
had," he smiled~ "The new teams
"We
·had
some
boys
who
didn't
began late last year.
want to play ball. They were not on it are right up there with the
On Monday, December 7, Hawk,
interested in having a good time," best."
· was informed by XU officials that hesaid.
Tough new additions this year
·
he would not coach this year's
An authority problem was also include Central State of Ohio
team. The following day be met
and Wright State University.
with the Athletic Board to appeal present on the 1970 squad. "They Perennial fees such as Tulane,
wanted things done thei~ way,"
their decision. ·
Hawk admitted. "And·then they Kentucky, Nortre Dame, and
'fhe end result of the· didn't want to do things our way." Cincinnati also hold places on
negotiations and seeming general
this year's sche~ule.
The problems caught· up with
confusion was that Hawk would
Talk about this new schedule
remain with the team through the the Muskies. Poor pitching, renewed Hawk's optimism.
. upcoming season. At the same "terrible" defense, · and the
We'll be expecting a real good
: time it was announced that the discipline troubles led Xavier to a
performance. Just win all we can.
coach
had
tendered
his poor 5·18 record.
resignation from the program,
Already steps are being taken If everybody gives all he can and
effective June
1,
1971.
.
to
rem!;Jdy . last year's .. bad then we lose, nothing can be
,
.. ,
.....i,-· . .
done," he said.
When ·quizzed about'; the situation.

~~

~~;\{.]

\r ~~~~~"~~;:;;~~

Athletic Directo; Jim McCafferty and Sports ~nformation
Director Jack Cherry being hung in effi.cy by Xavier students
from Kuhlman Hall. Photo by M8.rk Tri tell

PART TIME JOBS
3 TO 11 SHIFT Work Any Two Evenings
Plus Saturday Day Shift
$75 per week Salary
APPLY IN PERSON
·1802 Kroger Bldg.
3:00 P.M. Weekdays

20, PER GALLON DIS.COUNT ON
· GAS·OLINE PURCHASE.. .
· 1 O" DISCOUNT ON PARTS. ·
. AND LABOR. SIMPLY SHOW
YOUR IDENTIFICATION ·cARD

Jesse~.•. Evanston 8'91.noco
2111 Dana Aven~.•

631-9527

six shooters

......_........_. _.....
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Service, Not C!iarity
(Continued from page 1)
Pfaffinger said that the high
volume items were not affected.
·The increases were mostly for
those items which require more
labor time. The sandwichs which
yield 60% of the total volume were
not increased.
Getting down to specifics,
"I feel we are still competively
priced, and if you stop to figure it
_ _ _ _ out, the increase average out to a
13% price increase."
"We
are· looking
into
improvements for the Grill so
that we can provide more rapid
service," Pfaffinger promised.
·
"The Draft System deprives an
individual of his freedom of
"I feel we .have a good food
choice during the most formative service group that can feed
years of his life." This statement people. As a matter of economics,
is an excerpt from the brief of we do the best we can with the
purpose formulated in the past educational buck.
two weeks by an ad hoc
"Our goal is to provide the best
committee seeking to repeal the
possible food at the lowest
draft.
possible costs," said Mrs. Lappin.
Believing that there is "That is why the cafeteria survey
considerable interest at Xavier in is being conducted and we will
ending the draft, the committee is soon do .a similar survey in the
distributing literature at a booth Grill."
in the University Center
"I want to give the students
beginning this week and also will
what they want, and I hope they
present a speaker .and films on
the draft topic. The committee is will sincerely cooperate." Mrs.
actively solicting widespread Lappin promised that the results,
participation on the part of the which are expected from the
Xa'vier. community is pressuring Computer Center by the end of
this week, will be published
the legislature to terminate the
immediately.
draft system.
Perry gives Mrs. Lappin
administrative support. He
enables us to provide additional
analysis and frees Mrs. Lappin to
look into things which she could
not do before for lack of time."

Draft Dissenters
To Visit Xavier

Student Government
(Continued from page 3)
concerning the conduct . of
students at the Dayton and U.C.
basketball games.
Stude~ts involved in violations
of these rules will be prohibited
from attending all sp0rts and
social event& for one year.
Two constitutional amendments
to the by-laws, sponsored by Senator Dan Costello, were · also
brought before the Senate. The
first amendment called for return
to class representation by four
officers rather than a class council, which was introduced by the
Freshman r:Jass this year. The
amendment was passed unanimously by the Senate.
The
second
amendment
concerning the number of votes a
student may be allowed to cast in
the senate elections caused a
considerable uproar. Some
senators objected to the phrase,
"undergraduate day school
students" in the proposed
amendment and it led to heated.
debate over whether or not
Student Government represented
night school undergraduate
students.
Student Body President Mark
Thiron stated, "I can't see how
Student Government can take in
the Evening College in five
minutes without consulting them.
I think the whole thing is
absurd." Senator Mike Cooney

Proposal

,.

commented "I don't think we're
enlarging the electorate very
much."
Coyne stated, "If you can only
vote with an I.D. and you pay five
dollars for the l.D. I think anyone
who pays the five dollars should
have the right to vote. Sometimes
we are not worth the five dollars."

••

•
••
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Speer.I C1f C••r•lrollt' .

Junior Prom Set

• Sirloin St11k

· • lda-o laked Potatt
The Brookwood Country Club,
Summit Heights, Ky. is the location for the Mar. 19 Junior Prom
for the Class of '72. The entertainment will be provided by The
New Lime and The Banned.
Fred Petz, Junior Class President, announced that. tickets to
the festivities are $5 a couple.
For further ticket information
contact Junior class officers or
the social committee.

chf·: Crl111 Gerlt•

•. Sala!& Bowl
IL':'.~
.
lr111l•1

=~:loll 1179.
MONFORT HEISHTS
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ROSELAWN
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1167 l11chm111t Awt.
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EDITOR RESIGNS

(Continued from page 1)
expected no salary for · the two months work
The salary hassle is not, however, the only
involved ifhe became the new·moderator.
grievance of the Musketeer staff. Gush indicated in
his letter that there were numerous other factors
The moderator's fee is in· this unusually high.
which influenced his final decision.
John Getz, faculty advisor for the Xavier News
receives only a $500 administrative fee for his
One of these grievances involves Mr.
services. The $4,000 paid to the moderator of the
Doering, their moderator. . Following a
yearbook at present did not figure in the
meeting of the Musketeer staff last Friday,
announced Musketeer budget of$1500.
Stephen Ji'rancis, a faculty member of the
English Department, was approached and
At present many students are still upset with the
asked if he would agree to becoming the new
decision to discontinue the Musketeer. Joe Cormier,
moderator of the organization. Francis
a member of the Kuhlman Hall staff, was
agreed, but the final decision will be referred
approached by a number of students wishing to
to the Student Affairs Office via the
start a petition in favor of continuing the
Publications Committee.
publication.
The staffs major complaint concerned the
"We happened to have a wing meeting," said
inability of the moderator to. expedite the
C~rmier,
"and the guys came to me
production of the yearbook. At present Mr. Doering
spontaneously." Cormier has left it to Kuhlman
·is being paid more than $4,000 for his position as
Hall's dorm council and remains optimistic.
moderator which takes up about fifteen minutes a
"I think if we could get a good petition, say a
week of his time. Doering, however, added that he
thousand names, it would be significant."
would be spending more time as the publication
·
date becomes closer.
Other members of the Musketeer staff believe
that if they produce an unusually good edition of
Mr. Francis stated that Doering would probably
the yearbook this year it may sway en.ough support
be averse to giving up the position which he has
to ensure its continued publication.
held for fifteen years. Francis added that he
0

PLAY SOLITAIRE WITH YOUR FIANCE
It's a serious game ... choosing your
engagement ring. And a solitaire is seriously
beautiful. A single gem blazing with
dancing lights. Come in with your fiance and let
us supervise your solitaire game. We'll
help you _choose a singular beauty. And your
solitaire
be brilliant company forever.
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01970 THE HUDEPOHL BREWING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI, OHIO

From the golden grain 'neath the generous sun comes the pure grain beer
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·the most enjoyable·
taste ·in beer today

